Authors propose a simple framework in order to help smartphone developers gain both from the advantages of J2ME and C++ in Symbian OS. The idea is that while JNI is not supported by J2ME, with the help of the built-in networking support a daemon written in C++ can serve as a function-provider in cases when problems with pure J2ME features can not be solved.
INTRODUCTION
The penetration of mobile phones is continuously increasing. In 2006 more than 30 countries passed 100% penetration. (Wallace, 2006) The proportion of smartphones among recent buyers in 2006 was 8.8% in Western Europe. (Telephia, 2006; m:metrics, 2007) The major advantage of smartphones is that new applications can be installed on them after the device has been released and sold. In a wide range of devices the new applications can be Java midlets (J2ME, 2002) or native applications. The benefit is obvious: at purchase time the phones don't have to have all possible applications installed on them, it is the customer who can install new software later.
When developing a mobile application, the developer has to choose an implementation basis (J2ME or native OS). The most widespread native platform is Symbian (Symbian, 2005 ) that is supported by major smartphone manufacturers. This is why authors focused their attention on this platform alone. J2ME is a well-defined subset of Java SE that is supported by smartphones. The phones usually provide a virtual machine (KVM), that runs the Java applications, while different specifications describe further support like the use of bluetooth, etc.
Advantages of developing J2ME applications are (1) wide acceptance: most newly released mobile phones support J2ME, (2) gradual learning curve and ease of use: programmers with knowledge of Java standard edition can easily learn the specifics and specialties of J2ME, and can easily develop and deploy J2ME midlets.
The disadvantage of J2ME applications is their limited access to native resources. Although a lot of JSR-s are specified for accessing native resources (bluetooth, calendar and files, SMS, etc), only a few of these specifications are implemented in different phones (for Nokia phone capabilities see figure 1).
Symbian platform provides an OS and runtime environment for applications usually written in C++. The advantages of developing applications for this platform are (1) wide acceptance: many smartphones that allow consumers to install new software on them run a version of Symbian; (2) low level access to system resources: when writing native applications, the programmer is allowed to access the phone's resources -like communication stacks, calendar entries and files, etc. -directly.
The disadvantages if this platform include (1) a steep learning curve: learning to develop Symbian applications even for programmers with firm C++ knowledge is hard. To get accustomed to the development process, to conforming special requirements, etc. need lots of training and effort. (2) Difficult development: the development process of Symbian applications needs significantly greater effort than that of J2ME.
Authors motivation was to make it possible to combine the advantages of both platforms. Let the developers write the major part of an application in Java, and implement only specific parts C++, parts that need features not supported by J2ME or the JSRs implemented in smartphones. In order to combine the advantages of the two platforms, however, the usual method used in J2SE, where the necessary native code based modules can be inserted into Java applications using Java native interface (JNI, 2003; Liang, 1999) , can not be applied, because J2ME doesn't support JNI at all. It was also not an option for authors to create a new J2ME virtual machine that supports such native codes. The intention was to find a solution that is standards-based, portable and easy-to-use.
JSR API description
The basic idea is to create a simple C++ application, a daemon, that provides the necessary functions, and which can be accessed over TCP/IP by the Java applications that need the functionality.
GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

Major Modules
The general architecture of the framework can be seen on figure 2. It consists of the following major modules:
• C++ Daemon. Generated by the framework. This module hosts the C++ function skeleton that implements the necessary functionality. The module Legend: italic: to be implemented by programmer, bold: generated by framework, roman: shipped with smartphone.
accepts TCP/IP client connections, and calls the required functions.
• Java Function Stub. Generated by the framework. This function can be called from the Java midlet, handles serialization, connects the C++ daemon, and returns the values passed back by the daemon.
• C++ Function Skeleton. Implemented by the developer. It gets the serialized parameters passed over TCP/IP, performs the necessary functionality, and returns the result.
• Java Midlet. The Java midlet that performs some task that depends on a functionality provided by the C++ daemon. It is implemented by the developer.
Communication
The general communication scenario is the following:
1. Midlet needs a functionality provided by the daemon. Calls the function of Stub (e.g. add(3, 5) ).
2. Stub serializes parameters into a string, opens a TCP/IP connection to the daemon, sends the operation id and the parameters as character stream, then waits for the return values.
3. Daemon accepts the connection, reads operation id and parameters, calls the skeleton assigned to the operation id, and passes parameters.
4. Skeleton deserializes the parameter values from the character stream, then performs its task.
5. Daemon serializes the return value into a string, and sends it to Stub.
6. Stub receives the data, and deserializes the return value and returns it to the caller Midlet. TCP/IP connection is closed. 
Protocol
EXAMPLE APPLICATION
In this section a simple example is shown. The task is to create a function that is passed two integers, and returns the sum of them. The Java Stub on the client side looks like this: • The function setCommand() sets the command parameter to F ADD, a constant that is defined on both sides of the communication.
• The function add() adds the parameters to the character-stream that is to be sent to the C++ daemon.
• The function communicate() sends the characterstream to the daemon and receives the return values, which are then put into the output characterstream. If the communication fails, it returns false.
• The function getInt() retrieves an integer from the output character-stream set by communicate().
The function is implemented in the skeleton (C++ server side) as follows: When the daemon receives the client connection and reads in the function id, it calls the respective function, and the return value is converted back to string format and sent back to the Java stub.
FRAMEWORK API
The functions needed to implement the Java stub are collected in class ClientCommunication. The class provides the following public methods. XXX stands for Int or Double, xxx stands for int or double.
• ClientCommunication() Constructor. Initializes the input-output streams.
• void add(xxx i) Adds an integer or a double to the values sent to the daemon.
• void add(xxx[] array) Adds an array of integers or doubles to the values sent to the daemon.
• xxx getXXX() Retrieves an integer or double from the return values.
• xxx[] getXXXArray() Retrieves an array of integers or doubles from the return values.
• void setCommand(int cmd) Sets the identifier of the command to be called on the daemon's side.
• boolean communicate() Opens the network connection, sends the parameters, reads return values, and closes the connection.
The following functions can be used during C++ skeleton implementation:
• TXXX CSRemoteFunctions::getXXX() Reads an integer or double value from the input stream that was received from the Java Stub.
• CArrayFixFlat<TXXX>* CSRemoteFunctions::getXXXArray() Reads an array of integers or doubles from the input stream that was received from the Java Stub.
• void CSRemoteFunctions::addXXX (TXXX x)
Writes an integer/double to the output stream that will be sent to the Java Stub.
• void CSRemoteFunctions::addXXXArray (CArrayFixFlat<TXXX>* array) Writes an integer/double array to the output stream that will be sent to the Java Stub.
MEASUREMENTS
Tests were conducted to measure the overhead of the function call in the framework between the Java stub and C++ skeleton. For the test the add function introduced above was used. It was called 1000 times from a J2ME midlet. The function was also implemented in Java for control purposes. The smartphone used in the tests was a Nokia N90.
The results show that the average execution time was 78.53ms when the connection was not opened for each call, 105.33ms when for each call a new connection was established, and 0.014ms when the Java implementation of the function was called.
The measurements show that the overhead of the network communication is considerable. Still, authors are convinced that for numerous problems the idea proposed offers the only solution.
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